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NAÎMÂ, KÔPRULL), AND THE GRAND VEZIRATE
Metin Kunt

One of the most famous stories in Ottoman history is the account of the appointment of Koprulu Mehmed Pasa in 1656. ' This story, first told in the early eighteenth
century by the historian Naîmâ, relates that Koprulu entered into a contractual egreement with the sultan when he was appointed grand vezir. Naîmâ's account has been repeated by most subsequent historians of the Ottoman Empire, both by such Ottomans as
Mustafa Nuri Pasa, Ala, and Ahmed Rasirn, and also by European Ottomanists including von Hammer and Jorga. 2 More recently Naîmâ's story has appeared in Uzunçarsili's history and in the article on «KoprCiiiiler» in the \s'am Ansiklopedisi, :! and has
thus gained a very secure place in Ottoman historiography. The story is not only popular among scholars, but it is also one of the few «facts» of Ottoman history that Turkish
students retain after their schooling. Yet, on a closer reading of Naîmâ, there appear to
be sufficient grounds on which to suspect the authenticity of this long accepted «fact».
In the following section I shall attempt to analyse Naîmâ's account and submit that
it should not be taken as the literal truth. In later sections this article also raises a more
general question. For too long now the particular event or person has been overemphasized in Ottoman historiography. Consequently, our understanding of general trends and
developments has suffered. Naîmâ's story of Koprulu's appointment is an example oi
such particular events. The incident has generally been considered as the extraordinary
beginning of Koprulu's extraordinary career as grand vezir, indeed of the whoie Koprulu
era. But even if the Naîmâ story were to be accepted literally, it should be interpreted
not as a unique event but as a part of a general seventeenth-century trend towards restoring the traditional authority of the grand vezir. There are significant precedents within this trend which cannot be overlooked in a consideration of Koprulu's term of office.

*
**
Mehmed IV was seven years old when he came to the throne in 1648. His father, Ibrahim I, had been deposed and murdered in a janissary uprising with the sanction of
the ulema. Political chaos, both in the capital and in the provinces, plagued the first eight
years of Mehmed IV's reign. This is usually attributed to the fact that the child-sultan
was unable to take control of his empire. Theoretically, the Ottoman political system
was capable of handling the situation if and when the sultan, the kingpin of the system,
was unable to assume his full duties. The grand vezir, as his absolute deputy, and the
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sultan's higly respected mother, the valide sultan, had the theoretical power to assure
that the system functioned without an active kingpin.
It was not a novelty for the empire to have a child on the throne, especially in the
seventeenth century-the novelty in 1648 was that there were two valide sultans. The
child-sultan's mother, Turhan Sultan, was herself not more than twenty-one years old
at the time of her son's accession. On the other hand, Mehmed IV's grandmother, Kosem Sultan, had been at the center of palace and government politics for decades. She
may have assumed that the inexperienced Turhan would be easy to dominate, but instead an intense struggle developed between the two. Three years later the younger valide, supported by most palace members, emerged victorious.
While the child-sultan was growing up amidst these palace intrigues, the main problem of the empire remained the war with Venice over Crete. An immense strain on the
empire's finances, the war dragged on through the inability of the Ottomans to match
Venetian sea power. Over the years the Venetians had effected a fairly successful blockade of the Dardanelles, disrupting Ottoman lines of communication with Crete and preventing the passage of food supplies to Istanbul from Egypt and other Mediterranean
provinces. Early in the summer of 1656, a few months before Kopriilu was appointed, the
Ottomans suffered their worst defeat of the war when their navy was completely routed
at the Dardanelles in an attempt to break the Venetian blockade. Following up their victory, the Venetians captured the key Aegean islands of Lemnos (Limni) and Tenedos
(Bozcaada), which, situated just outside the Dardanelles, gave them full command of the
straits
In the course of these events, as Naîmâ relates, Kopriilu came out of retirement in
the provinces in May 1656 to join the train of Boynu Yarali Mehmed Pasa, the newly appointed grand vezir who was travelling from his previous post in Aleppo to Istanbul. 4
The grand vezir's party arrived in the capital in early July; Boynu Yarali promised Kôprulu a new post and provided him with a residence while waiting tor a suitable position
to become available. In the meantime Kôprulu contacted some of his old friends who
had connections with the palace. The group began to meet secretly to listen to Koprulu's ideas on how he would handle the situation if he were in power and decided to
work towards the appointment of Kôprulu as grand vezir. It seems that in early September, following a special meeting of the imperial council which discussed the steps to be
taken to counter the Venetian threat, Mehmed IV and Turhan Sultan lost all hope that
the grand vezir, Boynu Yarali Mehmed Pasa, would be able to cope with the situation.
It seems also that they decided on Kôprulu as the most likely candidate, for, according
to Naîmâ's account, on September 13 Kôprulu asked for an audience with Turhan Sultan to state his conditions for accepting the grand vezirate. His request was granted;
in the evening a palace official secretly took him to meet with the valide sultan.
The four conditions Kôprulu specified were that all his requests be granted by the
sultan, and that nothing contrary to such requests be sustained; that the grand vezir not
be pressured by any source in the granting of any office, so that the most deserving
men might be employed; that no vezir or other official (vekil) be allowed to rival or impinge upon the grand vezir's power and independence of action; that no gossip-mongers
be allowed to slander the grand vezir. Turhan Sultan allowed Kôprulu all his conditions
and took a solemn oath that she would honor them. The next day Mehmed IV handed
Kôprulu the seal of office and repeated Koprulu's conditions one by one, declaring his
intention to honor the agreement with his grand vezir.
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Naîmâ's description gives a formal, ceremonial atmosphere to the meeting between
Koprulu and Turhan Sultan; a few pages later he refers to the uhud ϋ mevâsik-oaths
and compacts - between the sultan and his mother on the one hand and the grand vezir
on the other. 3 Thus, the impression the reader receives is that this was a contractual
and binding agreement.
Naimâ is the only source for this extraordinary «contract» between sovereign and
grand vezir. No contemporary chronicler, neither Karaçelebizâde Abdulazîz Efendi, nor
Vecîhî, nor Abdi Pasa, nor Mehmed Halife refer to it. 6
Furthermore, not even Naîmâ's
contemporary Silahtar makes any mention of it. 7
Is it all possible that Naîmâ had information not available to other Ottoman chroniclers and historians? We know that the first part of Naimâ's history was dedicated to
Amcazâde Huseyin Pasa, Kôprulu's nephew and the sixth member of the family to rise
to the grand vezirate (1697-1702).8 It has been suggested that through this connection
Naîmâ had access to inside stories on Koprulu, 9 and, in fact, Naîmâ has many other details on Kôprulu's term of office missing from the contemporary chronicles. One
might be tempted to think, then, that only Naîmâ knew the full story of Kôprulu's compact with the sultan. Yet it is difficult to imagine that the contemporary chroniclers were unaware of this event if it was at all significant. It is true that Karaçelebizâde was in
exile in 1656, and Vecîhî, not intimately connected with the palace, may not have been
well-informed of the full details. On the other hand Abdî Pasa (then Aga) and Mehmed
Halife were in the palace inner service (enderûn) at the time Koprulu was appointed. One
would certainly expect them to have known.
True, Naimâ states, in a different context, that there were people in the palace who,
unawere of Kôprulu's contract, attempted to plot against him soon after he was appointed. 10 If one were to accept this it would seem to explain Abdî's and Mehmed Hiilife's ignorance of the situation, for their positions in the palace were not as high as
that of the unsuccessful plotters. But how are we to reconcile this statement of Naîma,
that the contract was not publicly known, with the view that the Koprulu contract was
the extraordinary beginning of Kôprulu's term of office? One would think that had there
been such a contractual agreement, it would most likely have been made public for all
to hear and take notice of to prevent precisely the kind of plotting that Naîmâ mentions.
But for the sake of argument let us assume that there was no official announcement
Naîmâ himself writes that just before giving Koprulu the seal of office the sultan repeated the conditions Koprulu had stated to Turhan Sultan the night before and expressed
his consent. Word of this «contract» would have immediately spread all around the palace and the capital through the palace officials who would have been present at the
appointment ceremony.
Perhaps, then, there is a simpler explanation for the fact that Naîmâ is the sole source for Kôprulu's contract. It seems to me that Naîmâ's account is an embellishment of
what really took place-an innocent attempt to dramatize the appointment of the illustrious ancestor of his patron, the event which marked the beginning of the Koprulu dynasty
of grand vezirs.

**
Questioning the authenticity of Naîmâ's story is of relatively minor importance in
end of itself; the more significant task is to place this incident in its proper historical
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framework. Even when we reject Naîmâ's story of a contract as an exaggeration, there
remains the fact that Koprulu enjoyed the full trust and confidence of the sultan and
the valide, and that the grand vezirate regained its traditional prominence during Koprulu s five years in office. How extraordinary was this success of Kôprulu's? Is it to be
explained only in terms of personalities? What, if any, are the circumstances that aided
Kôprulu's success? To be able to answer these questions we have to return once again to the historical background, this time to note those aspects of the political climate
which had a bearing on the office of the grand vezir.
Following long established Islamic precedent, ths grand vezir had always occupied
highest position in the political and administrative structure of the Ottoman Empire.
In the Kanunnâme of Mehmet II, which codified most of the practices and precedents of
earlier sultans, the grand vezir was referred to as vekîl-i mutlak, absolute deputy of the
sultan, n Ottoman political writers, too, always stressed the significance of the grand vezirate. 12 Lutfi Pasa, who himself had been Asaph to Suleyman I, centered his political
views on the grand vezirate in his Asôfnâme. In the mid-sixteenth century Lutfi Pasa was
concerned witn sustaining the greatness the empire had achieved. For the seventeenth
century writers the situation was very different: Koçi Bey and Kâtip Çelebi faced the
much more immediate problem of arresting a downward trend and regaining the glories of a past «golden age». In the interval between Lutfi Pasa and Koçi Bey the empire
had experienced a violent upheaval. The system had yet to adjust itself to the new conditions accompanying that upheaval.
Ottomans themselves felt that lack of effective leadership was one of the main couses of their troubles. The sultans of the seventeenth century lacked the grooming and
the experience that their predecessors had had by the time they came to the throne.
Furthermore, by a strange coincidence, of the six sultans in the first half of the seventeenth century, four were mere children at the time they ascended the throne. " Another,
Mustafa I, suffered from a severe mental disorder; and the remaining sultan, Ibrahim I,
was enough of an eccentric, if not a psychotic, to be nicknamed «the Mad» in Ottoman
historiography. It was a natural consequence that when the sultan was impressionable,
the importance of those who were closest to him--the people of the place - grew immensely. Palace officials gained a far greater measure of influence than their offices traditionally had accorded them. What became important in terms of power was not necessarily the office one held, but one's proximity to the source of power, that is, the
person of the sultan. The authority of the grand vezirate had eroded with the rise of
the palace cliques and influences beyond the control of the vezir.
Koçi Bey's memorandum to Murad IV '4 encompasses many aspects of the Ottoman system but stresses throughout the importance of strong leadership. The author's
essential point is that «the sultan is the heart of the world; when the heart is strong
the body too will be strong»; 15 that ths sultan should interest himself in the affairs oi
the empire; and that the grand vezir, his deputy, should regain his paramount position,
free from any interference. , l ! In the last decade of Murad IV's reign Koçi Bey must
have had the satisfaction of witnessing his master's vigorous and successful rule
in accordance with his own Machiavellian adage that «mankind is ruled by subjugation,
not by leniency.» 1T
Kâtip Celebi's treatise, 18 as its title Dustûr el-amel li-islah el-halel (The Guide
to Action for the Rectification of Defects) indicates, was written with the purpose of
diagnosing the ills in the Ottoman system and suggesting ways of curing them. It is
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similar to Koçi Bey's memorandum of 1630 both in intent and in conclusion; Kâtip Çelebi calls for a strong leader--whether it be sultan or grand vezir, a sâhib es-ssyf (master of the sword) to pull the empire out of its difficulties. However, unlike Koci Bey, Kâtip Çelebi had no immediate audience. In spite of the fact that he enjoyed the respect
of some of the highest Ottoman officials, Kâtip Çelebi did not even make his study
public when he wrote it in 1653.ls) It may be significant that only a few months before
Koprulu was brought to power, this treatise was finally brought to the attention of Mehmed IV - and probably also of his mother-when one of Kâtip Çelebi's patrons, Hiisamzâde Abdurrahman Efendi, was seyh ul-islâm (May 1655 - March 1656).20
In addition to the intellectual climate favoring a return to a powerful grand vezir,
we must note certain developments of the 1650's which indicate a genuine desire on the
part of Turhan Sultan and her young son to achieve that result. The first grand vezir
to be appointed after Turhan Sultan eliminated her rival, Kosern Sultan, was Gurcu
Mehmed Pasa. He was very old, and it was thought that with all his experience he
would be the right man for the office. It was soon obvious, however, that Giircu Mehmed
Pasa was not what Turhan Sultan was looking for.
It seems that Turhan Sultan wanted to review several candidates for the grand vezirate before she dismissed Gurcu Mehmed Pasa. Since the latter made a practice of
banishing all potential rivals to provincial posts, Turhan asked him to recall all banished pasas in the spring of 1652. The grand vezir complied reluctantly, and even so it
was only under persistent pressure from the young valide that he finally recalled
Tarhuncu Ahmed and Koprulu Mehmed Pasas sometime later than the other banished
pasas. Gurcu Mehmed must have considered Tarhuncu and Koprulu as his most formidable rivals (which, incidentally, runs against the old supposition that Koprulu remained an obscure figure in Ottoman politics right up to his appointment). Events proved
that the old grand vezir was justified in his fears, for he was replaced by Tarhuncu Ahmed Pasa only a few days after the latter's return to the capital. 21
Whether Koprulu had been considered as an alternative and, if so, why Tarhuncu
was preferred we cannot say with any degree of certainty. But it is significant for our
purposes that upon his appoinment, Tarhuncu had an audience with the sultan which
foreshadowed Kôprulu's appointment four years later. At this audience Tarhuncu submitted requests relating to the collection of government revenues and the discontinuation
of certain perquisites granted by his predecessor. Tarhuncu was promptly given two
imperial decrees supporting his requests. 22 Naîmâ relates the story of Tarhuncu's agreement with the sultan without the aura of solemnity and ceremony that he accords to
that of Koprulu; nevertheless it provides a striking precedent.
Tarhuncu's requests seem much more specific and therefore less dramatic than
those of Koprulu. Yet it appears that these requests, which seem to have been simple
measures of economy, were in fact designed to curb the power of palace officials.
Tarhuncu's predecessor, Gurcu Mehmed Pasa, had come to office after Turhan Sultan,
with the support of the palace personnel, had defeated the coalition of Kosem Sultan
and the janissary commanders in September 1651. Owing his position to palace officials,
Gurcu was reluctant to press them for funds some of them owed the imperial treasury
and was willing to create sumptuously paid new positions at their behest. Tarhuncu aimed at breaking up this partnership, and Turhan Suitan supported him to the point of
dismissing the chief black eunuch, Lala Siileyman Aga, who had been her main ally
in her struggle against Kôsem. Tarhuncu, then, started his term of office enjoyinp the
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full backing of the sultan. But he lost this backing and was executed less than a year
later.
A development which took place in 1654 can be regarded as another manifestation
of Turhan Sultan's concern in restoring authority to the office of grand vezir. In this
year the sultan gave Tarhuncu's successor a building which was to serve both as a residence and an office. This was the first time that a grand vezir had his offices separate from the imperial palace, and therefore it has been seen as the formalization of
the «transfer of the effective control and conduct of affairs from the palace to the
Grand Vizierate.» 23
Prior to 1656, then, there were both political treatises which urged the strengthening
of the position of the grand vezir, and also specific steps taken in that direction. The
existence of a tacit if not public contract is the more plausible when we consider the
sultan's personal insecurity in 1656-57. In July 1656, after the worst setback in the
war with Venice, there were rumors of a plot to depose him. 24 A foreign observer of
the Ottoman political scene provides further information: Nicholas Râlamb, the Swedish ambassador to Istanbul from May 1657 to February 1658, records that at the time of his arrival in Istanbul the public ascribed all setbacks and troubles to the sultan's personal ill fortune, «so that upon the least unlucky turn and new disgrace ; n
their public affairs he stood in great hazard of a revolution.» 25 In the face of such a
threat the young sultan and his mother did not have much choice but to tie all their
hopes to the success of a new grand vezir.
This situation in itself helps explain the difference between the fortunes of
Tarhuncu and Koprulu. One must certainly take into consideration differences in
personality as well, especially since personal relations were so crucial in the Ottoman system. Koprulu seems to have been a much better politician than Tarhuncu. He knew when to compromise and when to stand his ground, how to gain allies
and how to eliminate potential rivals. Probably the most important
factor
that aided him, however, was neither the sultan's firm support nor his own
political cunning. The palace establishment, which had dominated Ottoman politics
since 1651, was violently uprooted in March 1656 in a revolt directed specifically against them. The revolt, known as Vak'a-i Vakvâkiye in Ottoman historiography, was
not put down until many of the most powerful palace officials were murdered by the
rebels. It was this palace establishment which Tarhuncu had fought but had been
unable fully to subdue, and which had in fact worked for his downfall in 1653. However, since this most important political group in the capital had been destroyed
only a few months before Koprulu came to power, it would not be an exaggeration
to say that Koprulu took over in a political vacuum.

*
**
The Naimâ story of Kôprulu's appointment presents a curious problem in Ottoman historiography. The account itself appears on close scrutiny to be an embellishment not to be taken literally; it is, on the other hand, a story which gains in plausibility as it is placed in the context of the developments of mid-seventeenth century
Ottoman history.
The paradox is only apparent. We do not need to accept the notion of an extraordinary contract to be able to assume that Koprulu was granted those powers which
any nominee to the office of grand vezir would traditionally have expected. The treatment that Naîmâ's story of the Koprulu contract has received in Ottoman historiography seems to have been a case of missing the forest for the tree.
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NAlMÂ, KOPRULU, VE VEZARET-i UZMÂ
OZET

Osmanli tarihinin en me§hur olaylarmdan biri Koprulii Mehmed Pa§a'nin 1656'da
vezir-i âzamliga getirildigi zaman bazi §artlar ileri siirmesi ve padi§ah Mehmed IV.'iin
bu §artlari «uhûd ϋ mevâsik» ile kabul etmesidir. Makalede bu olaym Osmanli tarihçiligindeki ve Osmanli siyasal tarihinin geli§imi içindeki yeri incelenmektedir. Osmanli tarihleri arasmda bu olayin tek kaynagi Naîmâdir. Kôpriilu'nun tayini yillarinda hattâ bazilari saray çevresinde ya§ayan ve olaylan kaydeden yazarlarin tarihlerinde bu
ônemli olaydan bahsetmemeleri §a§irticidir. Makalenin birinci bolumu Kôprulu'nuii padigahla anla§masim tarihçilik bakimindan ele alarak Naîmâ'nm bu olayi miibalagaii
bir ônemle i§ledigi sonucuna vanyor .
Konuya diger bir §ekilde baktigimizda ise, 1648 yilinda yedi ya§inda tahta çikan
Mehmed IV.'un saltanatinm 1656 da Kôprulu'niin tayinine kadar kan§ikliklarla geçen
ilk sekiz yilinda kiiçuk padi§ahin annesi Turhan Sultan'm, belki de Koçi Bey ve Katip
Çelebi'nin siyasal gorii§lerinin de tesiriyle, idareyi saglam bir §ekilde ele alacak kuvvetli bir vezir-i âzam aradigi, bu devir olaylarmin incelenmesmden anla§iliyor.
Koprulii Mehmed Pa§a'nm sultan ile baglayici bir sozle§meye girdigi gor(i§u mubalagah oldugu gibi, bir tek olaya gereginden fazla ônem vermek aslmda daha genel
bir siyasal geli§meyi, vezir-i âzamlik makammin kuvvetlendirilmesi çabasim gôzden
kaçirmamiza da sebep oluyor.
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